
Reviews
The Fifth-Century Invasions South of the Thames. By Vera 1. Evison. 9f X 7t in. 142 pp.,

I I maps, 30 figs., frontispiece and 18 pIs. London University, Athlone Press, 1965.
Price 75s.

Ten years ago Miss Evison, following up Dr. Wilhelm Holmquist's study (Stock
holm, 195 I) of north European metalwork inlaid with decorative wires or sheeting,
confirmed with the help of radiography that somehow such work had spread to Anglo
Saxon England (Antig. ]., xxxv, 20-45). By 1958 (ib., XXXVIII, 240-4), she could claim
it as practised here right to the end of heathen times: the wire technique was brought
in at their beginning, and the sheet likewise but with possible late Roman antecedents.
These last, besides some Christian motives, had animal ornament associated; thus
Holmquist's northern Europe, which was drawing on this as well as having both tech
niques of inlay, might still have been the Anglo-Saxons' source of them. Yet what if
north Gaul, in a sequence parallel to ours, could explain its Roman and Saxon phases
equally? This idea has been the germ of the present book. Of its three chapters (II-IV)
on archaeology, the first shows the sheet technique among industries that served
Germanic fighting-men, settled in Gaul as laeti to aid the late Roman army; their
origin (which contemporary texts make various) is here insisted on as Frankish, just
like that of the Salian Franks who later, in the 5th century and starting farther off,
pushed in by stages to make north Gaul their own. The industries, and all techniques
and styles concerned, from this century's beginning onwards, are thus alike called
Frankish ; the next chapter enumerates their products found in England ; and the next
identifies all graves here containing such work, or work ascribed to immigrant crafts
men versed in them, as graves of Franks and proof of a Frankish invasion, settling in
widespread tracts between the Channel and the Thames. Miss Evison's title, with
'Invasions' in the plural, is really a misnomer: Angles and Frisians and Saxons (though
hardly Jutes) are allowed to have entered here as well, but only in a 'mixture', not to
be assessed, which the Franks are treated as leading and controlling. All this tale is
built upon the inlaid metalwork, which Holmquist's study dated and explained quite
otherwise. She starts with a chapter disparaging written history, praising independent
and objective archaeology, and shelving all previous work in both. And she ends with
one showing we may now see Sussex and Wessex, with the lower and the upper Thames,
as invaded simultaneously with Kent, by means of a three-pronged thrust with Hengest
on the right, Cerdic on the left, and Aelle wielding imperium from the centre-a thrust
predominantly Frankish, and launched in 449. Conjecture, she tells us, certainly ;
but conjecture that fits the facts, once they are explained in this simpler, more obvious,
and quite new way.

'The Franks in Early England': new? The idea of their presence has haunted
the literature for more than half a century. But in this, as in other matters all too often,
Miss Evison contrives much hiding of her debts to predecessors. Her ways of doing so
even extend to rebuking their ignorance of things not yet known when they were
writing. By choice or admixture of such methods, however, she makes some things
seem so novel that suspicion is aroused ; and further signs of unbalance are by no means
hard to find. Things sharply dismissed when inconvenient, for instance, include datable
Anglo-Saxon pottery, everything else with Anglian, Saxon or Frisian affinities, bracteates
or anything directly linked with Jutland, grave evidence anywhere north beyond the
Rhine, and place-name evidence as such. Much of this might be allowed in a work
professing a more limited purpose, namely discussion of objects of Frankish make or
relationship in England, as parts in a settlement recognized as carrying other elements,
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Saxon, Jutish, etc., no less valid as evidence each in its own right. But all these other
things are passed by, so that history is shaped from the Frankish side alone. It is a pity.
Historians, perhaps even more than archaeologists, may think Miss Evison a fanatic.
Yet her material itself is really interesting, and merits better regard than she has earned
for it.

Its interest especially touches the late Roman background to the Frankish settle
ment in Gaul and to the English here ; and also the distinctive metalwork, found
mainly in south-east England, in which either or both of Miss Evison's inlay techniques
combine with ornament in what (after Egil Bakka) she calls the Quoit-brooch Style.
The first or late Roman matter requires distinctions, of typology, date and distribution,
between the kinds of ornamental metalwork worn by late Roman soldiery, mostly of
course Germanic, in the British and continental armies, and those on the one hand
typical of Britain when the regular army had departed, and on the other worn on
the continent by Franks, whether still in federation with Roman authority or thereafter
superseding it. Flecking with doubt the endeavour to provide these, published in
Med. Archaeol. v (three years ago) and then with additions in the 43/4 Bericht of the
Romisch-Germanische Kommission (missing from the bibliography), Miss Evison
suggests that soldiers, who had left Britain with the army (407 at latest), carne back
among the Frankish invaders supposed for 449, confusing thereby the distinction be
tween the types, but with advantage for her theory (pp. 27-30, 79). For what happened
to the soldiers of 407 historically see C. E. Stevens, Archaeol. J., XCVII, 125-54 and
Athenaeum, n.s. xxv (Pavia 1957), 316-41 ; survivors after 42 years would be veterans
indeed! What good can such romancing do her? As for the Quoit-brooch Style, it was
reviewed in six pages by Bakka (1959), and in 46 in Archaeologia, XCVIII (1961), both times
with its animal friezes connected with north European precursors, instead of the late
Gallo-Roman ones proposed in 1936 by E. T. Leeds. Miss Evison's chapter (pp. 46 ff.)
shows that what Leeds called Gallo-Roman is much the same as what she calls early
Frankish, namely the ornament on Roman 4th-century military equipment, as worn by
the laeti in north Gaul. Adding considerably to his material, she derives the style from
there in the mid 5th century; dismisses the examples in graves of the 6th as heirlooms;
makes the whole list of them strongly indicate the 5th, and their connexions be Frankish
overwhelmingly ; compares the quoit-brooch form with two openwork examples in a
different style from Austria, and explains its start in England by her same mid-century
Frankish invasion. The northern animal friezes (3rd century on p. 46 against Archaeo
logia's 3rd-4th, but 3rd-4th agreed on p. 77), despite the style's 5th'-century echoes
on Norwegian brooches, cannot be precursors because always in relief, whereas Frankish
animals could by then be flat, like nearly all the English; the style in Kent thus cannot
be Jutish, and the argument from inlay (now far beyond Holmquist's) is not to be
opposed. She insists that we simply must accept it.

The essence of this case has got to be looked at seriously, despite Miss Evison's
over-rash refusal, already uttered, to let anything in Kent or elsewhere be significantly
Jutish. As remarked already, Franks in south England have been thought of long before
her, though without some evidence she uses from work of the last eight years, or collected
by herself in France. Their helping to form the Quoit-brooch Style is no less a possibility
if she exaggerates in putting it. Yet not only need she not have, but she dismisses much
too hastily the case for non-Franks, e.g. the Saxons implied in north Gaul by so many
place-names, coming over with Frankish-made or Frankish-style equipment (p. 44).
Ifin Wessex, for instance, the Petersfinger warrior (she calls him 'officer') with Frankish
armament, and the remaining objects of the kind from other graves, mean really an
invasion carried out by Franks in the mid 5th century, just as in Sussex or up the Thames,
how did the resulting kingdoms ever get called Saxon? This is no argument against a
Frank admixture, but it surely does tell against her 'simple' nationalist solution. And as
for the dates, they by no means all cling closely round 449 or 450, but on her own
showing range onwards anyhow to about 525 : far enough, in fact, to allow both Kent,
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Sussex, and the start of Wessex to be thought of not, as she conjectures, in terms of
simultaneous invasion at the early date, but as creations over longer time (never mind
fictive years in the Chronicle) and by leaders quite other than her Frankish vieux
moustaches.

We should have liked a normal, open statement of her findings in the archaeology
itself, not pressed by devices such as those here mentioned, nor by misuse of Leeds's
obsolete cremation map (map I : cf. pp. 2 and e.g. 41 !), nor even with quite so grand
a manner of parading the material in support. Better would have been more helpful
map arrangements (roads unexplained; no kilometre scales; no key to counties) ;
references from the captions of all maps and illustrations back to the text (a very
inconsiderate omission) ; and greater care in reference and acknowledgement. Of 160
objects newly drawn, 148 are in 20 English museums; the preface acknowledges
access to I I only ; the other 12 objects (fig. 2 I ; so too figs. ge, 12 d-i, Dover) are from
still unpublished excavations for the Ministry of Public Building and Works (not named
pp. 40, I I I, but see Excavations Annual Report, Ig62, 6, no. 3, West Overton). Miss
Evison's debt to the artist named has indeed been great, though the drawings vary in
quality, and suggest the same haste as the omissions noticed. The book could have
been done with so much less fuss, less trying for effect, less stridency. We must learn to
laugh and live with it, and not forget that it has things for us to ponder.

c. F. C. HAWKES.

Dinas Powys, an Iron Age, Dark Age and Early Medieval Settlement in Glamorgan. By Leslie
Alcock. 10 X 7t in. 230 pp., 41 figs., 12 pls, Cardiff: University of Wales Press, Ig63.
Price 42S.

Mr. Alcock has looked far and shrewdly from the wooded hill-top in Glamorgan
that he investigated in Ig54-8. His book begins with a down-to-earth account of the site,
its complex earthworks and its excavation. Six phases of time and culture are recognized.
Phase I is characterized by iron-age A pottery and some unresolved structural remains.
Phase 2, probably of the I st century B.C., sees the making of a bank and ditch, with an
entrance, which Mr. Alcock interprets as an unfinished hill-slope fort. Phase 3 covers
the Roman centuries of the iron age; but, if Alcock is right in suggesting that the
Romano-British objects there were imported by later scavengers of curios, this was a
phase of inactivity at Dinas Powys. Phase 4, r st to 7th century, exists structurally in
terms of hearths and of gullies and a few post-holes interpreted as the last surviving
remains of houses or small halls; and it is given cultural context by middens containing
'the largest assemblage of Early Christian material so far recovered in Wales and the
Marches'. Phases 5 and 6 are of the r r th and r zth centuries, and their story is one first
of limited fortification and then of multivallation under stress of a 'strong threat'.

The remains of phase 4 contribute most significantly to our knowledge. There are
various indications that the settlement was at that time of moderately high social status,
and it is difficult to resist Alcock's conclusion that it was the l(ys (court) ofa local Celtic
chief. Four of the classes of Mediterranean and continental pottery recognized by
Radford and Thomas occur and presumably imply the importation of other com
modities. The presence of Teutonic glass in some quantity is a feature of particular
interest (which is considered in detail by Dr. Harden), especially as it seems that it was
brought to the site as broken material to be melted down and reused. The occurrence
of millefiori rods supports the idea that there was a glass-worker on the site; and since
the activity of a metalsmith is indicated not only by a series of crucibles (a lidded form
is especially notable) but also by a lead die for a penannular brooch, Alcock's suggestion
that Dinas Powys had its own 'resident jeweller' is obviously reasonable. The evidence
from this site will be a bitter pill for those who still cling to the notion that Ireland
at this time existed in a cultural vacuum, enjoying a monopoly in the Celtic arts and
crafts.
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It appears that two buildings dominated the weakly-defended Dinas Powys of
phase 4, but there is no direct evidence to demonstrate their precise form and nature.
Six post-holes may conceivably, as is suggested, mark an early (and for some curious
and unfathomable reason, abortive) attempt to put up a timber building, house IA ;

but the patterns of enclosing gullies are the only guide to the plans of house IB and the
building that stood beside it. Alcock shows reason to conclude that their walls were of
dry-built stone, easily demolished in the course of later activity on the site; and in
fig. 6 he presents a soundly-inferred hypothetical plan of house IB, demonstrating that
it must have been a sub-rectangular structure akin to those that appear in some of the
native settlements of Wales during the Roman iron age. It would not have been in
cautious to extend the range of analogy to north Britain, to include for instance the
late buildings ofthe British centre on Traprain Law: various forms of evidence indicate
a degree of community between the north and west in the twilight of Roman Britain
and the dawn of Anglo-Saxon England. Clearly, in Britain, diffusion of the idea of the
rectangular house (or, at all events, of one with straight sides!) was one of the fringe
effects of romanization ; and fairly wide persistence of the form is to be looked for in
the settlements of the Celtic upper crust. However bad its Latin, the stratum of Celtic
society that advertised itself on the inscribed memorial stones can hardly have forgotten
that other distinctive feature of its Roman legacy, its emancipation from the round
house. That is not to say, of course, that people who lived in round houses could not
inscribe stones.

Written evidences and the visual arts make us aware of the bright vision, the
heroic aspirations, of the leaders of Celtic society; but only dirt-archaeology can show
us the relationship between the vision and its material context-the dirty teacups that
lurk behind the glowing manifesto. Something of this Alcock gives us, and we owe him
gratitude for it. Similarly, in considering the fortifications of phases 5 and 6, he makes
a stimulating attack on the problems posed by medieval ring-works, about which and
from which we still have so much to learn. Throughout, he has taken great pains to
set his evidence into a broad context; and we are given what is virtually a survey of
some of the problems of the protohistoric and historic periods that face the archaeologist
in Wales. Not everybody will agree with some of Alcock's interpretations and opinions,
but all will recognize the persistence and honesty with which he has sought, weighed
and demonstrated his evidence.

The least satisfying feature of the book is its presentation of the photographic
records. It is particularly to be regretted that the vestiges of the important houses or
'halls' of phase 4 are not represented in the plates. They are surely of at least as much
significance as the child's skeleton to which two complete plates are devoted. In pls,
vii-ix some of the objects are numbered, while others are not; and the obtrusively
gross scale in pl. ix B is of a different type to that in the facing pl. viii. There is, however,
compensation in the number and quality of the drawn illustrations. The printer has
served the author well in the figures and text, although he reminds us of his terrifying
power in the allusion (p. 90) to Harold Godwinson and the effects of Anglo-Norman
influence in Wales in the 1960s. (Can it be that Godwinson's fortified, romanesque,
chain-mail stores are changing the face ofmodern Cardiff?)

All in all, this is an outstanding contribution to the archaeology of Wales. Mr.
Alcock and the Board of Celtic Studies of the University of Wales deserve, and will
surely be given, our wholehearted thanks and congratulations.

BRIAN HOPE-TAYLOR

Studien zu friihgeschichtlichen Bifestigungen zwischen Nordsee und Alpen. Beihefte der Bonner
Jahrbucher, Band XI. By Rafael von Uslar. w! X 7! in. viii + 290 pp., 96 figs.,
17 pls., I map. Koln : Bohlau Verlag, 1964. Price (linen) 38 DM.

In England we have always conceded the Anglo-Saxons one type of earthwork,
the boundary dyke, and the Chronicle is evidence that they knew another, the burh,
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even if its traces are often elusive on the ground. When, however, mottes and baileys,
which Clark had put before the Norman conquest, were transferred by St. John Hope,
Round and Mrs. Armitage to after ro66, very few earthworks were left to the Anglo
Saxons or Danes. It has of course always been recognized that there was a continuous
tradition in the Celtic areas of constructing fortified earthworks from the iron age
into medieval times. Recently, influenced by the results of work in Germany started
in the early years of this century but broadened and consolidated in the years since the
war, there have been suggestions that earthworks analogous to the German ones,
particularly Rundwiille, may have been thrown up in this country before the Norman
conquest. For the English archaeologist, therefore, a comprehensive account of the
earthworks in Germany that have given rise to the discussion, such as is offered in the
book under review, could hardly have appeared at a more opportune moment.

The author of this book, Professor of Vor- und Fruhgeschichte at Mainz University,
will be known already to some English readers by his publications on ring-works.
This study is a general account of the earthworks in Germany, mainly southern Germany,
between the migration period and the I t th century. There are over 1,200 footnotes
containing a mass of references, so that the book is invaluable for pursuing this or that
subject further. The figures are on the whole admirable and illustrate at once how essen
tial contours are to an intelligible plan of an earthwork. The plates are just sufficient
to illustrate the few points which otherwise would have been difficult to make. The
map is a little difficult to use because of the excessive number of sites crowded on it ;
a grid system ofreference might have overcome this difficulty.

The author takes a fine ring-work at Hilden near Dusseldorf to illustrate the
development of r qth-century opinion on its origin. It is a sobering fact for the English
medieval archaeologist that its date was established in 1888 by an excavation which
revealed 'dark grey and red sherds of jugs and pots of the late German Carolingian
period' in a burnt layer under the bank. Moreover the main motive for the construction
of ring-works, as a defence against Norman and Magyar invasions, had at the same
time been correctly interpreted.

We then enter directly into the antecedents of early medieval earthworks. A
contrast between Celtic oppida and Germanic Ringwiille (hill-forts) is drawn; it is
partly technological (the more elaborate defence of the murus gallicus in the oppida)
and partly social (the oppida more resembling towns but the German earthworks being
little more than refuges). Roman towns and camps had curiously little influence on
Germanic earthworks.

It is only in late Merovingian and early Carolingian times that in defensive works
as in so many other fields-we have the first inklings of features that played a great
part in later periods. Of these the most important was the division of the earthwork
into two parts: Burg and Vorburg, or Hof and Burg, or Curtis and Curticula. The latter are
of great interest since their regular shape suggests classical memories on the one hand,
while their combination shows a resemblance to the future motte and bailey on the
other. The Curticula is defined by the Brevium Exempla as the vegetable garden of the
Hof, which Bauermann has defined with some exaggeration as a farm used by the king.
It is evident that these earthworks deserve more extensive research.

In the period 8so-rooo an enormous number of earthworks was thrown up in
Germany, which quite overshadows the earlier remains. The prime cause was the
external attacks of Vikings, Slavs, Magyars and Arabs. It was against this background
of pillage and slaughter that Henry the Fowler (919-936) founded his Burgen. The
analogy with the Hife of Charlemagne that used to be drawn is no longer tenable now
that the earthworks of the two periods can be identified; indeed it is indicative of
earlier misunderstanding of the nature of the two types of fortification that such an
analogy could be made. Particularly valuable evidence has come to light from the
identification and excavation of the fortress at Werla on a spur of the river Oker (Kr.
Goslar) in lower Saxony. Henry the Fowler took refuge here in 921 when the land was
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ravaged by Magyars. There are two cross-banks across the spur, but the citadel con
taining the church and palace had a roughly circular shape. It was defended by a
mortared wall I' 5 m. thick, and some of the defensive features, notably the N. gate
with flanking towers, were peculiarly sophisticated. Although, of course, it is certain
that the emperor sheltered there, it is not certain that he constructed the fortifications.

The shape of the citadel at Werla brings the author to the best known earthworks
of the period, ring-works or Rundwiille. Unlike so many other earthworks dealt with in
the book their shape was not determined mainly by the relief of the ground, since they
occur in the low areas ofNW. Europe (lower Saxony, Netherlands, Schleswig-Holstein)
and were laid out with regularity and a wide measure of uniformity. They occur
perhaps as early as the 8th century. At all events such a work was constructed as a
defence against the Vikings in the first half of the 9th century at Hamburg. The idea
was in turn taken over by the Vikings to give rise to the celebrated Viking fortresses of
Trelleborg and Aggersborg. In lower Saxony at Stottinghausen (Kr. Grafschaft Hoya)
the houses were arranged against the bank, but on the other hand in the Netherlands
and Schleswig-Holstein there are examples with houses built all over the interior.

Von Uslar's discussion ofthe origin and distribution ofring-works and their relation
ship to mottes and palaces will be of great interest to students of the castle. For origin
he draws attention to the palace of Quierzy (Aisne) with its shield-shaped defences.
Outside Germany ring-works occur in vast numbers in Slav areas, although their
relationship to the German ones is still obscure. The relationship with mottes is no better
understood ; 'the origin of the motte in spite of an abundant literature is not clear ...
their distribution still not reliably plotted'. In central Germany mottes are always
secondary to ring-works, and they scarcely penetrated at all further east into the Slav
areas. They occur earliest in the Rhineland, which was presumably nearest their point
of origin. A curious difference between German and English mottes is that among the
former a wet ditch or moat was apparently preferred (pp. 104-5) but as a recent com
parison of mottes and moats shows (Med. Archaeol., VIII (1964), 220-21) in England
mottes have a marked preference for high ground. If one compares the fundamentally
different origin of the motte at Farnham with that at Husterknupp one is bound to feel
that the Wohnturm is the primary element in England but relatively unimportant in
the Rhineland. One is tempted to suggest that in the latter area the builders were
imitating something in fashion further south whose real origin they did not understand.

The author then goes on to consider contemporary earthworks of other shapes;
semicircular, quadrilateral, irregular and subdivided earthworks. The last certainly
recall some English sites. Promontory fortresses lend themselves to subdivision, and
some examples have affinities with later medieval types of subdivided castles.

The component parts of the defensive earthworks are then studied in detail.
'Earthwork' is a general term and sometimes inaccurate because, although earth,
turves and timber were the usual structural materials, masonry, either dry or with a
rough mortar (not lime mortar), might be used as a facing or at gateways. Some of
the ring-works had no recognizable gate, but gateways ofvarying degrees ofelaboration,
possibly through towers in some cases, were normal. Mural towers were rare but some
probably belong to the period and casemates are claimed. Fig. 92 sets out in tabular
form the types of defensive works discussed. The primary elements, so to speak, are
irregular hill-forts, promontory forts and surviving Roman towns. To these are added
square earthworks and ring-works in early Carolingian times, and mottes with or without
baileys in late Carolingian times. From these different elements emerge medieval
towns and castles.

The book concludes with a chapter on comparisons with Byzantine and Slav
defensive works. The influences from Byzantium on Germany were minimal, and in
the case of Slav earthworks the author is handicapped by an inability to read the
languages of the original reports. A very great deal of research has been done on this
problem since the war both in Poland and Czechoslavakia, although there is still
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no very clear picture of the earthworks of these areas. The summary should be
useful.

Primitive fortifications are not easy to classify typologically, since, as with iron-age
camps, they are likely to assume the shape of the contours of the hill on which they
lie. In early medieval times certain specific shapes, ring-works or conical mottes or
subdivision into two parts, are recognizable. When as in Germany study of these is
supported by numerous and thorough excavations, the pottery from which is roughly
datable, the results can be as satisfying as they are in this book. For students of the
early history of the castle the book is indispensable.

The Anglo-Saxons who settled this country in the 5th-6th centuries did not bring
with them, so far as we know, any special skill or tradition in making earthworks,
since ring-works, for instance, were not known in their area of origin until two or three
centuries later. The idea of making such earthworks in this country might have been
brought here by Vikings; there is some r zth-century documentary evidence that this
was so in Ireland. It is clear that we must watch and be prepared for such evidence
when it appears in this country. M. W. THOMPSON

Terpen tussen Vlie en Ems, eenGeografische-Historische Benadering, pts. i-ii. By H. Halbertsma.
Pt. i, 26t X 19 in., atlas, 2 I loose maps; pt. ii, lOt X 7t in., viii + 284 pp., 36 pIs.,
many figs., including distribution-maps and 32 large-scale settlement-plans.
Groningen : J. B. Wolters, for De Vereniging voor Terpenonderzoek, 1963. Price
75 Fl.

'Terp' has become the archaeologist's term for a type of artificial dwelling-mound
found on the coastal and riverine clays of the Low Countries and Lower Saxony, as
far round as Dithmarschen. The word appears to be cognate with 'thorpe', and so
properly to designate the settlement, which may be a subsisting village, not the mound
itself; but the more characteristic termination 'wierde' has equally come to mean a
mound only by extension. This is important: did those who gave the present place-names
realize that the mounds were entirely artificial? Terpen are low, roughly circular
and fairly extensive-the larger ones have a diameter of three or four hundred metres.
In their area they provided the only flood-free sites for settlement from the beginning of
the Christian era until diking and reclamation of the whole clay belt began in the
r r th century. The draining of the more intractable inner fens or 'wapelinge' came even
later, but terpen are not found there. In the Netherlands they are distributed over
three regions : Zeeland, the middle Rhine delta, and the littoral of Friesland and
Groningen. This publication covers the last-named group only and is therefore a strictly
regional study.

The maps in the portfolio are the official War Ministry survey maps at a scale
of I : 50,000 (i.e. rather larger than the British r-inch O.S.) overprinted in red with
the relevant features. They are tools for local students in the field, or for comparison
with other specialized maps. Besides the tables and other apparatus the text comprises
three chapters, which are more or less self-contained essays, each reviewing the history
as well as the present state of knowledge in its particular branch of the subject. They
are roughly equal in length, but the first, which covers the archaeological investigation
ofterpen, is, from a more than local point of view, by far the most important. We read
of the voracious destruction of terpen in the last hundred years for their fertile earth,
and see photographs of slices cut right to the centre of inhabited villages. Nor are we
certain that the process is ended: one photograph, of Foudgum, bears no date and a
colleague has seen well-preserved timber structures protruding from a fresh scar there.
Then we read of the splendid and pioneering excavations in the first quarter of this
century by those grand old men of Netherlands archaeology, A. E. van Giffen, to
whom the book is dedicated, and P. C. ]. A. Boeles ; the extensive plans of iron-age
settlements of several phases at Ezinge show how fruitful they were, but it is freely
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admitted that the forward position of the Dutch, at least in this branch of archaeology,
has not been fully maintained.

The second chapter, a study of documentary sources, quotes largely from medieval
Frisian laws, in a language which to an English reader is no more strange than some
dialects of Middle English. There are interesting digressions on the beating of bounds
(hemrikken) and the incidence of hege wieren, which the author is at pains to distinguish
from terpen. They are, as he says, medieval mottes, with this difference, that they
seldom seem to occur attached to a capital habitation.

The last chapter is concerned with diking, and the effect of the capital and good
management that the religious foundations, in particular, could bring into play. This
is a land of small freeholders, and as in the 'inning' of Romney Marsh, they left the
larger enterprises to ecclesiastical, rather than to lay lords. There is a remarkable
picture of a 13th-century brick sluice near the great abbey of Aduard. The chapters
are followed by a briefsummary in English.

Two unexpected generalizations are made on the admittedly restricted premises
of those terpen that have scientifically excavated. The first is that, though the finds
extend into the middle ages and some cumulative embanking must have continued,
the full extent and by far the greater part of the height of the mound had been achieved
by the end of the Roman period. The second is that the concentric layout, with the
segmental tenements radiating from the churchyard at the highest point, and one or
more ring-roads, shown in rather less than half of the settlement-plans, survives in
essence from the same period. Here one would feel more confidence if the intense
study of village-plans in Germany had been brought to bear on this narrowly provincial
selection. The radial layout is known in several areas of German secondary settlement.
There seems too much readiness to argue from the continuity of the Frisian uolk, Yet
why does the concentric plan never occur in the Lincolnshire Holland, where other
conditions are so similar-diking to the seaward and fen-drainage to the landward
of a primary settlement on a slight elevation? The most obvious difference is that the
centres are on natural islets and hummocks, not on terpen, and that the settlements
of the Roman period are all further inland. Since there was much greater cultural
affinity after the Volkenoanderungeeit than before, this would support the view that the
plan dates from the earlier period. But a much wider comparative study is needed as
well as a fuller investigation of the innumerable smaller terpen shown on the maps,
since radial sites on the scale of Ezinge are probably far from typical of the majority.
True terpen may be lacking in eastern England or the Somme estuary, but smaller,
and generally later, mounds for settlement and refuge do occur, and the whole category
of Dutch terpen may prove to be more various. There is, however, no doubt that the
'Roman iron age' is substantially right for the larger examples, and this betokens a
degree of social organization equal to the social necessity for undertaking such large
scale works and matched by the remarkably civilized pattern of the early farmsteads.
Surely here, as in other 'romanized' areas, there are signs of, at mildest, a considerable
disturbance and depopulation before the mature and rich Germanic culture that is
so closely linked with that of south-eastern England and produces things that rival
the best jewellery from Kent (several examples are shown in the volume).

The 'historical-geographical approach', as the sub-title puts it, is a valuable,
and at present, fashionable corrective to the single evolutionary series to which archaeo
logical simplicistes have been too ready to reduce any matter they have handled. Neverthe
less, to the archaeologist it is surely a preliminary to a more exact scheme ofevolution, and
unless the correlation is complete its fruitfulness is limited. In this publication the
correlation is far from complete : the maps are splendid for those in a position to use
them; the three chapters are all good in their field; but the tables form in no sense a
descriptive gazetteer, such as would give roundness and historical depth to the maps.
They are a mere list of names and the index is just another list of names, with page-
references. S. E. RIGOLD
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Anglo-Saxon Ornamental Metalwork, 70o-I too, in the British Museum (British Museum
Catalogue of Antiquities of the later Saxon period, I). By David M. Wilson, with
appendices by R. L. S. Bruce-Mitford and R. 1. Page. 8t X I It in. xi + 237 pp.,
54 figs., 34 pls. London: British Museum, 1964. Price £3 lOS.

This volume, which is described in the preface as 'the first of a series of six or seven
planned to cover the antiquities of the later Saxon period', has set a high standard
for the series and should be a basic reference book for the late Saxon period for many
years to come. It includes a great deal of material acquired by the British Museum
since the last publication of the Guide to Anglo-Saxon Antiquities in 1923, a work which
is now out of print. Mr. Wilson not only brings conveniently together many little
known pieces but also reconsiders the dating and stylistic affinities of such well-known
antiquities as the Witham pin-suite and the Kirkoswald brooch.

After a brief account of the importance of the collection, the author discusses
more extensively (ch. II) the methods of dating Anglo-Saxon metal-work of the period
700-1 lOO and what he considers to be the chronological sequence of the ornamental
material. He then classifies the objects according to function and typology. The catalogue
proper lists each object by the name of the original find-spot, and notes the subsequent
history of the object. The form of manufacture and decoration are carefully described,
and measurements, registration number, and bibliographical references are given.
Each object is dated as nearly as possible, for example 'before 875' or '9th or roth
century', but discussion of how the date is arrived at is confined to chs. II and III. Each
is also illustrated by a photograph and, where details of ornament or inscriptions
are not clear, this is often supplemented by a line-drawing. The main text is supple
mented by useful appendices. Appendix A (The Inscriptions on the Objects, by R. 1.
Page) is a scholarly analysis of the Old English inscriptions, carefully setting out the
limitations of this material for dating purposes. Appendix B (The Iconography of the
Fuller Brooch, by R. L. S. Bruce-Mitford), is reprinted from Dark-age Britain (1956).
Appendix C (Hand-List of Anglo-Saxon Ornamental Metalwork outside the British
Museum) is the bonus the author provides from his unique knowledge of late Saxon
metal-work, and is ofgreat value for all students in this field.

The descriptions of objects are full and vivid, but often one is disappointed,
especially with small or worn objects, that the photographic illustrations are not
adequate for points of detail on them to be checked. Sometimes it is no doubt felt
that the object has been well enough illustrated elsewhere, but it seems sad, when the
author describes a piece such as the Sittingbourne scramasax (no. 80, p. 38), as 'the
key object of the immediately post-Trewhiddle period', that the only illustration of its
ornament should be the miserable half-tone on pl. xxx.

Mr. Wilson has been for several years now the English authority on late Saxon
and Viking metal-work, and his judgements must be well considered by those working
in other branches of late Saxon art. He has well expressed the difficulties of establishing
relationships among such a relatively small number of objects, discovered at random
throughout the English kingdoms. He is no doubt right, when discussing (p. 13)
Kendrick's Mercian school of the 8th century, to say that one should consider southern
England as a whole for this period : 'It would perhaps be wise to think of the cultural
(if not political) unity of England at this period, and not to confine a facet of art to
narrow political boundaries.' This seems essential where portable objects are concerned.
The sculptural fragments which the author often compares with the metal-work exist
in a greater quantity, however, and are often in their original locations. In this medium
we can see real regional differences in styles of interlace, plant, and animal ornament,
which persist in remote areas such as northern Northumbria or western Wcssex for a
long period. Border areas between the English kingdoms do show interchange of motifs
but the direction in which the influences flow may be determined by political supremacy.
For example the vogue in southern Northumbria for miniature figures set in arcades
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or single arches in the late 8th and early 9th centuries is obviously derived from Mercia.
Very often it is difficult to judge even in sculpture the direction and chronology of
influences. The Ilkley cross (W. G. Collingwood 1927, fig. 62), for example, is usually
taken, as Wilson implies (p. 33), as a donor to Mercian style. However its style of birds
and beasts, the petalled volutes and the cutting of the leaf scroll are isolated in Northum
brian sculpture, but common in southern English examples, and it does not seem of
fine enough quality to be an original producing a widespread southern style, whereas
the Breedon friezes have this quality and have similar technique.

It is in fact very difficult to use sculpture to parallel metal-work in the pre-Viking
period. Wilson illustrates this by his use of a parallel from the Closeburri/Thornhill
cross (Dumfries) for the sprawling beast looked at from above, seen on the Witham
pins. He dates the Witham pins 8th century, a period to which he is disposed to assign
all gilded objects. The Thornhill cross is demonstrably late, intermediate between
English and Viking taste, and certainly as late or later than the Ilkley cross which
Wilson, like Collingwood, dates 9th century and which, like the Asfordby cross (Leics.),
shows a sprawling beast set against interlace very like that on the Witham pins. One
rather strange correspondence between metal-work and sculpture seems to provide a
link in date and taste. The small coin-brooches with stiffly-standing animals with
backward turned heads, which Wilson assigns to the loth century, are very closely
paralleled on Anglo-Norse crosses in the Tees valley, as at Gainford or Sockburn.
Both the metal-work and the sculptured animals could derive from the more fluent
9th-century beasts as found on the Wolverhampton column, but the East Anglian
concentration of these pewter brooches may be significant and represent Anglo
Scandinavian taste.

The internal chain of evidence that Wilson builds up from the chronology of the
metal-work appears very convincing and carefully constructed, although it is difficult
to see from the lengthy discussion of the Kirkoswald brooch (pp. 17-19) why he con
siders it to be of the 8th rather than the 9th century.

In a book which contains so much to be admired it is perhaps churlish to point
out that there are some signs of haste, and inconsistencies of referencing. On p. 48,
for example, Wilson says ; 'The style usually described as Ringerike is well recognized
in England; the finest monument is undoubtedly the well-known grave-stone from
St. Paul's Churchyard, London', giving a reference to Kendrick (1949), pl. 67 ; but
earlier (p. 42), in discussing the Jellinge style in England, he says: 'Anglo-Saxon
craftsmen were never really at home in the florid Viking style, and they were led into
clumsy over-elaboration; this applies to both metalwork and sculpture and in only
a few pieces, such as the Skails brooches and the carvings of the r r th century, such as
the famous stone from St. Paul's Churchyard (Kendrick 1949, fig. LXVII), did the
insular craftsmen achieve a complete victory over this alien style.' Quite apart from the
change in the method of referencing, this gives a very blurred impression ofthe differences
between the English versions of the Jellinge and Ringerike styles.

ROSEMARY CRAMP

Anglo-Saxon Pennies. By Michael Dolley. 8t X 5t in. 32 pp., 17 pls, London; British
Museum, 1964. Price 5s.

As an achievement of haute vulgarisation by the most productive of the post-war
generation of numismatists that has so greatly advanced our knowledge of the earlier
coinage of the British Isles, this booklet calls for high praise. In 22 pages oftext, besides
reviewing the historical and philological importance of Anglo-Saxon pennies, Mr.
Dolley summarizes the history of the British Museum collection of them, touching also
on hoards and distribution, and, finally, gives a succinct but detailed account of Anglo
Saxon royal coinage, in all its complexity of types and mints, from its beginning in the
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late 8th century in Kent until the Norman conquest. It would be absurd to summarize
still further.

Suffice it, then, to draw attention to the limitations of his definition and to certain
aspects of archaeological importance for which even his concision left no room. On the
former point, indeed, he makes himself clear : he omits the 'sceattas', less in diameter,
though not in weight, than the broad pennies that are his subject, but, none the less,
equally pennies; and he cuts off the Old English coinage abruptly in 1066, whereas
nothing better illustrates the essential administrative continuity of Norman with Saxon
England. Sceattas, however, seldom bear legends or other indications of date or origin;
the method of studying them is purely archaeological, while Mr. Dolley's achievement
is the gearing of a special type of documentation into general history.

Anything as controversial as the sources of bullion and the economic aspects of
the pennies could hardly be accommodated within the book's compass. But it would be
worth pointing out what distinguishes the Old English coinage from the other contem
porary coinages of western Christendom. In brief these comprise, firstly, the denarii
of the Carolingian dynasty and the Carolingian-derived issues of their successors, and
secondly, at the end of the period, the largely English-derived coinages of Ireland,
Scandinavia, Poland and Bohemia. The English authority remains royal ; the conti
nental, from the roth century, is increasingly devolved. The English metal is always
good; the continental is variable, sometimes poor. The Carolingian types (apart from
a stylized 'temple') are nearly always aniconic-remembering the temper of much of
Christendom as well as Islam, one might say iconoclastic ; the English coins, regularly
from 975, sometimes before, bear effigies, good to very rough, besides other interesting
designs, and a Roman archetype is often to be sensed; only in Germany, at the end of
the period, does an original portrait-coinage better its English model. Many Carolingian
derivatives, in metropolitan France no less than on the eastern marches, bear crabbed
repetitions of obselete legends ; in England the current king and mint-master are
always explicitly named. Thus, like the Roman, the Old English coinage provides a
continuous documentary source and its visual content is sometimes surprising, while
its mainland counterpart is often historically deceptive and physically unattractive.

s. E. RIGOLD

An Inventory oj Ancient Monuments in Caernarvonshire, III: West. The Cantrej oj Lleyn.
Together with the General Survey oj the County. By the Royal Commission on Ancient
and Historical Monuments in Wales and Monmouthshire. 11 X 8t in. cxcii + 175
pp., end maps, 124 figs., 69 pls. London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1964. Price £5.

The third and last volume of the Caernarvonshire survey and inventory includes
the inventory of monuments in the Lleyn peninsula; additions and corrections to
volumes I and II ; a national-grid index to the monuments of the county; and the long
awaited general survey of Caernarvonshire. In reviewing the importance of this varied
collection for medieval studies, it will be well to progress from the lesser to the greater.

The section of additions and corrections (pp. lO9-135) has benefited from excava
tions and other research carried out since the first two volumes were published, as well
as from reviews of them in ArchaeologiaCambrensis, CVI (1957), 123-7, and in this journal
(v (1961), 342-6). By far the most substantial new material comes from Caernarvon
Castle, where soundings along the northern curtain have clarified the sequence of
building of the curtain, towers and links with the town walls (pp. 116-121). More
revolutionary is the possibility, played down here, that the evidence of masons' marks
at Criccieth may make it necessary to invert the long-accepted sequence of building
there (pp. clvi and 115).

In Lleyn itself the most interesting medieval monuments are those of the difficult
period from 400 to 1r oo. They include at least two small forts which may be assigned
to this period with reasonable confidence: the strongly-fortified round house at Carreg-
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y-llam (pp. 91-2) and the fort inserted within the sizable pre-Roman defences on Garn
Boduan (pp. z3-4). The latter may imply changes in the size of the unit of defence
between the pre-Roman and post-Roman periods. It might also be tempting to suggest
that at Creigiau Gwineu (pp. 100-1OZ) the skilful use of crags and the general layout
argue for a post-Roman date on the analogy of Dinas Emrys ; but if the temptation
was felt by the Commission, it was resisted.

Among the early Christian monuments of the peninsula are three which argue
for the relative sophistication of Venedotian society in the immediately post-Roman
era. From Llangian comes the stone of Melus the doctor (p. 64) and from Aberdaron
two inscribed presbyter. One of these, by recording the burial of SENACUS ... CUM
MULTITUDINEM FRATRUM (ECMW 78 ; cnc 391), demonstrates the existence
of a monastic community with an established cemetery; its date is therefore of more
than common interest. Epigraphy provides the only clue, and the Commission,
presumably on this basis, declares for the late 5th to early 6th century, without con
sidering that the very distinctive letter-style of both Aberdaron stones could be as late
as the 7th century.

The discussion of the VENDESETLI stone at Llannor (p. Bz) is also inept. It is
common ground that the Welsh name recorded here is Gwynhoedl, but it is disputed
whether this is the possibly 6th-century saint of that name. The Commission follows
Nash-Williams in describing Llangwnnadl, dedicated to St. Gwynhoedl, as a neigh
bouring parish, whereas it is five parishes and ten miles away from Llannor. At the
same time, it follows Jackson in rejecting the possibility of a 6th-century date for the
stone on epigraphic grounds, despite the fact that the only closely-dated stone in Wales,
that with the consular date of 540 (ECMW 104 ; cnc 396), proves that Roman
capitals were still in use towards the middle of the 6th century.

The other ecclesiastical monuments of Lleyn are not spectacular and the Commis
sion has coped valiantly with them. Of the important monastic settlement on Bardsey
(pp. I7-zo) there remain only part of a 13th-century tower, two fragmentary stones,
and perhaps some cell-foundations. The brief account of Mr. Hague's pioneer excava
tions on St. Tudwal's East Island (pp. 48-50) serves to whet our appetite for the full
report. He found a church probably of the 13th century; a most remarkable I4th
century hall; and ill-defined timber buildings associated with a little Romano-British
pottery. The island-provenance, taken with the general absence of Roman pottery
from Lleyn, must make one wonder whether these Romano-British scraps really mark
an essentially pottery-less settlement of the 5th or later centuries. Of other churches
we may notice that Aberdaron (pp. I-Z) preserves substantial traces of the r ath century
and Llaniestyn (pp. 67-8) of the 13th. Llangian (pp. 57-8) has a 15th-century roof
and Llanbedrog (pp. 34-5) and Llanengan (pp. 43-8) have interesting screens. In
plan, photograph and text the Commission deals faithfully with these and other less
interesting churches.

There are no castles of mortared masonry in Lleyn and the three castle mounds
Abersoch (p. 63), Nefyn (p. 85) and Y Mount, Llannor (p. 8z)-are badly mutilated
or overgrown. The Commission would doubtless reject this reviewer's belief that
Castell Nant-y-castell (pp. 39-40) and Castell Pared Mawr (pp. 5I-Z) are medieval
ring-works sited in promontory or cliff-edge positions. But far the most important
putative castle in Lleyn is the irregular dry-stone enclosure set at I,ZOO ft. O.D. on the
craggy summit of Carn Fadrun (pp. 69-70). This the Commission identifies with the
'castle of the sons of Owain', newly built when Giraldus Cambrensis was in the area
in 1188. The Commission's case here is probably considerably stronger than their
presentation; and if it is sound the implications for the castle-building activities of the
Welsh princes are profound.

Of the medieval boroughs of Nefyn and Pwllheli, no early monuments survive
except the motte at Nefyn. Possibly medieval are the rare house-platforms, such as
those at Llaniestyn (p. 70), and the occasional long-hut groups (e.g. Pistyll, p. 95).
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Small and medium-sized houses of the 17th and rSth centuries are relatively common.
Work of the r Gth century is to be found at Bodwrda (pp. 3-5) and Saethon (pp. 53-5).

The most important section of this volume, however, is not the inventory of the
rather undistinguished monuments of Lleyn, but the 'general discussion of the monu
ments in the whole county in relation to their archaeological and historical background'
which occupies pp. xlv-cxcii. For the period from A.D. 400 (pp. cviii ff.) this provides
a brief and cautious historical background, already somewhat out of date; a discussion
of the early Christian monuments, ecclesiastical architecture and minor religious
remains, together with a useful list of parish registers; an account of fortified sites and
castles with an appendix on masons' marks ; a survey of domestic architecture; a note
on heraldry, with an armorial appendix; and notes on holy wells and building materials.

By far the best section is that on domestic architecture. Save for one sorry lapse
the use of the ambiguous term 'lateral walls' for 'long walls'-it is lucidly and pleasantly
written. It is also illustrated by an admirable series of comparative plans to a common
scale which makes more noticeable the lack of even simplified comparative plans for
other classes of monument; thus, the seven forts assigned to the early post-Roman
period are to be found scattered through the three volumes and illustrated by plans at
three different scales. All students of domestic architecture reading these pages on the
houses of Caernarvonshire will profit from a multitude of local details, as well as from
comparisons with the houses ofother regions.

The other sections are less valuable, either because they contain little that is new,
or because their content is itself questionable. That on early Christian monuments.
inevitably suffers by comparison with the excellent treatment of them in the Anglesey
Inventory. It provides a learned statement of received doctrine, but it takes no account of
the real problems of the dating of the stones or of the origins of the monumental and
epigraphic forms. A corpus ofdrawings of the inscriptions would have been more valuable
here than the 14 photographs spread over the three volumes.

The general account ofthe pre-Edwardian castles is also confused. A brave attempt
is made to see the distribution of castles in terms of Welsh political arrangements,
by applying Sir Goronwy Edwards's rule of one castle per commote ; but a rule which
admits of not less than three exceptions out of ten instances cannot command great
confidence. Confusion is increased when the general survey is compared with the
inventory entries: in the former, the mottes at Aber and Caernarvon are described
as 'fortified commotal capitals', presumably therefore Welsh, while in the latter they
are attributed to the short campaign ofHugh d'Avranches.

In general, the survey is written with a terseness which verges at times on ambi
guity if not incomprehensibility. The 5th to 13th centuries were the most illustrious
in the history of Gwynedd; and equally, during that period, Gwynedd was the most
illustrious region in Wales, the seat of the most sophisticated post-Roman dynasty, the
citadel of resistance to the Anglo-Norman invaders. Little of this glory survives the treat-
ment it has received from the pens of the Commission. LESLIE ALCOCK

Stirlingshire : an Inventory of the Ancient Monuments, 2 vols. By the Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland. IOf X 8t in. liv + 490 + 230 pp.,.
4 maps, 180 figs., '230 pIs. London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1963. Price £12 I2S.

The constantly expanding world of archaeology can hardly be better exemplified
than in this inventory of a relatively small county in central Scotland. Field survey
and excavation have produced evidence of prehistoric forts and homesteads hitherto
unrecognized in the area; aerial photography has enlarged the picture of Roman
defences along the Antonine Wall, while to the list of medieval and later domestic houses
must be added the fascinating, if somewhat forbidding, relics of the industrial revolution.
Altogether 599 monuments are listed.

In preparing the material for publication the Commissioners have introduced
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a new and welcome format. In less affluent days when a single volume could be packed
in a knapsack there was some advantage in having the monuments described by parishes.
For the motorized traveller of today (if he can afford to include two large volumes
with his other impedimenta) there is still a useful register by parishes; but for the more
cloistered scholar and student the monuments are conveniently grouped in typological
order beginning with shell heaps, cairns, standing stones and forts of the prehistoric
period, through Roman monuments to ecclesiastical establishments, castles, tower
houses and bridges of medieval times and ending with the viaducts, canals, railways,
mines and quarries of the rSth and rqth centuries.

An introductory section places each in its economic and social background with
interesting notes on the origins and tribal history of the peoples originally inhabi
ting this region, their place-names and later social and administrative organization.
The earliest occupation by mesolithic settlers and by neolithic Clyde-Carlingford
builders of chambered cairns is well described and distribution-maps illustrate the
continued and varied settlement of the county from the stone age to dark-age times.
The recording of a series of iron-age stone-built duns hitherto unsuspected in this region,
th?u:gh common on the west coast of Scotland, is very much to the credit of the Com
mISSIOn.

Though much remains to be elucidated, the advances made in our knowledge of
the Antonine Wall (over IO miles of its 37 lie within the county) since the second edition
of Sir George Macdonald's classic survey in 1934 are succinctly reviewed. The possible
identification of 'Arthur's O'on', a circular stone chamber with a corbelled dome, as
a victory monument or tropaeum is of particular interest. It should be remarked, however,
that Agricola could hardly have met with serious opposition from Scottish tribes (as
stated on p. 36).

During the dark age, Stirlingshire appears to have belonged in part at least to
the Votadinian province of Manau Guotoden. Only three sites can be provisionally
assigned to this period though occupation may be suggested for the rock on which
Stirling Castle stands, recently identified as Bede's Urbs Guidi.

A few religious foundations were established during the early middle ages, the
most important being Cambuskenneth founded by Augustinian canons in the mid
rzth century. The fine freestanding bell-tower together with the foundations of the
church and the claustral building are preserved under the guardianship of the Ministry
of Public Building and Works. The Church of the Holy Rude is pre-eminent among
medieval churches in the county and it is pleasing to record its recent restoration
to much ofits original design.

Secular structures include a variety of mottes and homestead moats. Pride of place
in the inventory, however, is rightly given to the royal castle of Stirling (pp. 179-223)
which includes the great hall and palace, two buildings of outstanding importance
in the history of Scottish architecture. The great hall was larger than those at Eltham
or Hampton Court and in its pristine state may well have excelled both in magnificence.
Unfortunately, the building was considerably mutilated on its conversion to a barracks
in the rSth century and one must deplore with the Commissioners that all efforts to
secure its restoration have failed. The hall may certainly be described as the supreme
example of late Gothic domestic architecture in Scotland. In contrast, the palace,
built between 1539 and 1542, is in the Renaissance style, being the fruit of the Franco
Scottish alliance. Indeed, some of the master craftsmen employed in its construction
were Frenchmen. The Commission has performed a signal service in bringing these
great buildings to the attention of a wider public not only by their detailed description
and excellent photographic record but also through the beautifully-executed recon
struction-drawings.

On a lesser scale, the tower house, which is the typical baronial dwelling of the
15th, rfith and 17th centuries, is well represented in the county. The 15th-century
rectangular type is exemplified at Bruce's Castle, Plean and Duntreath, while the L-
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plan is to be seen at Almond Castle and at Castle Cary. No town houses of the early
medieval period have survived in any of the burghs, but excellent examples of Scottish
domestic architecture of the rfith and 17th centuries are described in Stirling itself,
ranging from large courtyard houses such as Mar's Work and Argyll's Lodging to the
tall narrow buildings of considerable depth but with restricted street frontage. In
addition to the smaller but quite ornate mansions of the r Sth century the inventory
lists and describes smaller houses, cottages and modest crofts, some with turf walls
and cruck-construction. For the industrial archaeologist the canals, waterways, railways,
mines and quarries are described in detail together with an interesting account of the
engineering shop erected in the early r qth century at the Carron Iron Works.

The text is lavishly illustrated by line-drawings and plates of the highest quality.
It may be said that this inventory maintains the very best standards established by the
Royal Commission and that it will long serve as a standard work of reference. In the
present age of economic expansion and development it will also provide a convenient
reminder to all concerned of the need to preserve the best in our cultural heritage.

J. R. C. HAMILTON

English Merchants' Marks,' a Field Survey of Marks made by Merchants and Tradesmen in
England between I400 and I70o. By F. A. Girling. 9 X 8tin. 123 pp., 242 illustrations.
Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1964. Price 35s.

Students of most branches of medieval archaeology will be grateful to Mr. Girling
for this exhaustive survey of marks used by merchants and craftsmen in England.
His first edition was beyond the reach of the average reader, although its remarkably
fine format made it a collector's piece. The author covers a period of more than three
hundred years and the scope of his research includes a very great variety of marks and
signs such as those of masons, weavers, carvers, printers and brewers as well as swan
marks. His numerous illustrations, highly commendable for their clear delineation of
detail and for the manner of their presentation, show marks displayed in stone and
wood, brass and glass and are accompanied by succinct notes and an instructive text.

This is undoubtedly the most comprehensive work on English merchant marks
so far published and the only book entirely devoted to them. Except for the collection
by the late E. M. Elmhirst published by the Harleian Society the subject was treated
by the rqth-century antiquaries only on a regional or even narrower basis, but this
work covers the whole country.

The author seems a little hesitant in dealing with the origin and earliest forms
of marks and has, I think, placed a little too much emphasis upon their runic origins.
Runes, no doubt, played an important role in the construction of some marks, but
Girling has seen too many runes in his collection of marks, nor can we agree with him
that runes were 'an ancient Roman alphabet'; we are glad that he also expresses
Hunter Blair's more scholarly view.

Mr. Girling refers to the frequent reversal of certain marks, especially those with
the figure four and with pennants. A possible reason for this is that one form is derived
from the sign manual used by the merchant and the other from the signet, the seal
matrix or the stamp used for marking bales, which would be in reverse but could also
be so copied by the craftsman responsible for a memorial or carving.

The pennants probably owe their origin to a very strict stylization of the Agnus
Dei, the Lamb and Flag so often associated with the gilds of woolmen, merchant
tailors and cloth-merchants. The pennants are also found on the stylized forms of
ships with streamered masts. Both these forms are common in the west country.

Although the elements from which marks are built up are not very great in number
their permutations and combinations are extremely numerous and they hardly, if
,ever, repeat themselves. Marks of a more complicated pattern may well be resolved
into clever rebuses or intricate monograms. The mark of Andrew Evyngar is an excellent
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example of the monogram. Careful analysis of it will reveal that it contains all the
letters of his name except R and that it is built up on the cross or saltire of his patron
saint Andrew.

There is one slight error to which we should draw attention : the name Domer
(pp. 42 and r o r ) should be Dormer. F. w. KUHLICKE




